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ABSTRACT
Implementing lifetime learning by means of on-line evolution, we
establish an indirect encoding scheme that combines Compositional
Pattern Producing Networks (CPPNs) and Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) as a relevant learner and controller for open-loop gait
controllers in modular robots which have evolving morphologies.
Experimental validation on the morphologically evolved robots
shows that a Lamarckian setup with CPPN-CPG provides substantial beneﬁts compared to controllers learned from scratch.
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INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary robotics oﬀers a methodology to consider the development and adaptation of robot morphology and control holistically.
While there is a relatively large body of research in evolutionary
robotics considering evolution and adaptation of robotic control
systems, the simultaneous development of robot morphologies and
control systems is a diﬃcult task, and we have only seen relatively
simple results so far, as noted by Cheney et al. [1]. Some of the
diﬃculty is due to the increased dimensionality of the search, but
a more pernicious aspect may be the increased ruggedness of the
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Figure 1: The top row shows the three hand-designed initial
morphologies. The following rows of robots result from recombination and mutation of the previous generations.

search space: a small mutation in the morphology can easily oﬀset
the performance of the controller-body combination found earlier.
Here, we address this challenge by means of a lifetime learning
approach for robot controllers, focussed on scenarios where robots’
morphologies evolve. In particular, we show how the use of an
indirect encoding can enable a Lamarckian evolutionary set-up,
allowing learned control knowledge of parent robots to be transferred to oﬀspring. This is achieved through the use of NEAT and
Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (CPPNs) [3], in an online evolutionary fashion, to learn suitable parameters for Central
Pattern Generators (CPGs) in every active joint of modular robots
of varying morphology. By using this indirect encoding, the CPPN
can easily be transferred from one robot to a robot with a diﬀerent morphology. Note that we use on-line evolution as a means
of achieving lifetime learning, and do not consider the long-term
eﬀects on the evolution of morphologies in this case.
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We employ a framework for modular robots similar to the one
described in [2], and the morphologies studied are shown in Fig.1.
The control system consists of CPGs in every active joint, with
connections linking neighboring CPGs.

